Examples of social distancing measures that would be carried out during a pandemic include:

- Closing all public and private K-12 schools and facilities, as well as all childcare centers.
- Canceling all indoor and outdoor events that get large crowds. These events include sports events, concerts, parades and festivals.
- Closing community centers, malls and theaters, as well as postponing services at all places of worship.

During a pandemic, mass transit systems may also be temporarily closed or only be used for necessary travel. Other actions that would be taken include: public and private colleges delaying classes, going to web-based learning, and canceling all large campus meetings and gatherings; public and private libraries changing their operations and stopping people from gathering by only letting people come in to pick up books that have been reserved or requested on-line or by telephone; and businesses changing company practices, setting up flexible shift plans, having employees telecommute, and canceling any large meetings or conferences.

What other public health actions help limit the spread of disease?

Other public health actions that are used to limit the spread of a contagious disease include isolation and quarantine. Isolation is used when a person is sick and has a contagious disease. The sick person is separated from people who are not sick. People who are isolated may be cared for in hospitals, other healthcare facilities, or in their own homes. In most cases isolation is voluntary, but federal, state and local health officials have the power to force the isolation of sick people to protect the general public’s health.

When a person is placed in quarantine, they are also separated from others. Even though the person is not sick at the moment, they were exposed to a contagious disease, may still become infectious, and then spread the disease to others. Other quarantine measures include limiting the travel of those who have been exposed to a contagious disease, and stopping people coming or going into a specific area. States have the power to put into force quarantines within their borders.

Both isolation and quarantine may be used by health officials during an influenza pandemic to help slow the spread of the disease.
What can I do?

It is always important to avoid close contact with people who are sick. Health officials recommend that if you get sick, stay home and away from others as much as possible. Do not go to work sick and do not send sick children to school or day care. This will be even more important during a pandemic.

Even though it may seem simple, practicing good hygiene habits such as washing your hands and covering your cough will help stop or slow the spread of many diseases. Try and limit hand shakes hugs and other social greetings with those not in your immediate family. Keeping up to 4 feet between you and others can also help you protect yourself.

During a pandemic, it will be critical to understand what you may be asked or required to do. It will be important to follow any social distancing instructions, or any other instructions or orders given by health officials. So please stay informed and plan ahead. The Web sites listed here can help you prepare for public health emergencies, including the possibility of pandemic influenza.

Please remember, while pandemic influenza is likely to be more serious than any other public health emergency, most people who get this disease will survive.

For health-related questions or concerns, please contact the Seattle King County Public Health Department at 206.477.3977.

For more information about health issues and emergency preparedness, please visit the following Web sites:

- www.cdc.gov
- www.sccphd.org
- www.pandemicflu.gov
- www.redcross.org
- www.who.int
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